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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
su•ture /ˈso͞oCHər/ late Middle English: from French, or from Latin sutura, from suere “sew.”
Sometimes, a suture is an invisible stitch that heals a gaping wound. Other times, it is a visible seam
that indicates a wound only seems healed. It disguises wholeness. In this way, sutures often figure
ruptures between tropes or epistemologies or subjectivities. In your land/my land, Magnolia Laurie
sews together ruptures in American lands and pictorial landscapes. Her art asks us to see marks left
by history and industry, by romanticism and nostalgia, and by you and me and her.
Tamara Goeglein
Professor of English/Interim Director, Phillips Museum of Art

A RT I S T ’ S S TAT E M E N T

My work is based in painting, yet

incorporates installation and drawing to
explore language, landscape painting, the
human instinct to build, and our complex
relationship to land. Absent of any actual
people, my paintings depict gestures of the
built environment as both literal evidence and
metaphor for human impact. These images
portray delicate and makeshift structures,
tensely poised between creation and
destruction. Drawn from recent and historic
events, they reference the sustained need
to try, to build, to create, even in the face
of complete futility.
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we roam and lie still
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2015

I

EXHIBITION
S TAT E M E N T

n the summer of 2013, during the many
hours I spent driving west to Wyoming and
back east again, I watched the landscape
moving by and thought about its history and
transformation in the time that people have
occupied it. Heading west, there is a sense
of an ever-increasing scale. It is hard not to
feel somewhat romantic and nostalgic about
the land, even if it is marked by billboards,
signs, old oil drilling rigs, scorched hillsides,
and miles of fences claiming ownership of
it all. Much of the work in your land/my land
derives from these conflicting and often
cyclical thoughts of awe and disappointment.

With current political issues over water
and energy resources, as well as what has
felt like increasing severe weather and the
steady rise of environmental concerns,
these paintings reference the conflicting
visual vocabulary that marks the land we
live on and utilize. Weaving abstraction in
and out of pictorial space, the paintings nod
to the sublime and the history of landscape
painting, while also acknowledging hopeful
yet melancholic cycles of decay, adaptation
and perseverance.

The images draw from history and current
events, recomposing the remnants of forest
fires, aerial views of flooded communities,
and the billowing plumes of oil train
derailments. These are events that have an
impact on all of us in some way or another,
although our opinions and views of them
are shaped by our proximity, our needs, our
losses and our gains.

your land/my land
Phillips Museum of Art
Franklin & Marshall College
Dana Gallery, spring 2017
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THIS AND THAT, HERE AND THERE:
AMBIGUITY AND SIGNIFICATION IN RECENT WORKS BY MAGNOLIA LAURIE
“We are in the epoch of simultaneity: we are in the epoch of
juxtaposition, the epoch of the near and far, of the side-by-

photographs (her own as well as those of others)

a nearly invisible seam that rests between its upper

translations of space and place. To wit, traces of

oil and water (2015), a vertically oriented diptych with

side, of the dispersed. We are at a moment, I believe, when
our experience in the world is less that of a long life developing

and lower panels. Loosely inspired by an actual oil

through time than that of a network that connects points and

train derailment in West Virginia, the work transforms

intersects with its own skein”
Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias”

Consider, for instance, new geography lessons with

1

Through a series of subtle, yet strategic titles,

a disastrous event into a sea of softly colored clouds

that float above their reflection disrupted by the linear
debris. While top and bottom likewise showcase a
2

storm of moody greys and purples as well as more

Magnolia Laurie’s recent oil-on-panel paintings invite

optimistic blues and a warm blush, what lies above

on their surfaces. Aphorisms, conditions and

panels are concomitant: the billowing smoke above

us to stop, look and listen to this series of skillfully

a narcissistic logic. The dual impact of this work—

and muted neutral tones to explosive pinks, jewel-like

by the artist’s insistence on its material makeup,

included in your land/my land—a reference to Woody

implications beyond its surface. Indeed, the title: new

summarize the artist’s reflections on the splendor,

learn from our mistakes in ways beyond the obviously

at risk of natural and man-made disasters alike, as it

water. Metonymic and also metaphorical, water and

the viewer to see beyond the landscapes depicted

and below a barely detectable gap between two

imperatives, her poetic, fragmentary captions instruct

is mirrored in the scattered wreckage below within

articulated landscapes whose colors range from soft

and arguably all of the works here—is confirmed

blues and lurid yellows. Taken together, the works

along with the composition’s instruction to study its

Guthrie’s celebrated folk song penned in 1940—

geography lessons with oil and water reminds us to

fragility and ephemerality of our environment, always

repellent relation between two substances: oil and

cycles through growth and destruction.

oil resound with biological, political and economic

exquisite: their restrained yet lively palette

refer, too, to the work’s physical makeup.

and imaginary beauty; their thinly painted, clean

sensitivity to capturing the magic of the different

mark-making; their insistence on their own spatial

through a combination of on- and off-site research

relationships. And yet, in each case, they say more

the emotional pitch and physical impressions of

At first glance, Laurie’s paintings are formally

explores variations on hues that celebrate natural

connotations. And yet, on a more basic level, they
Thematized throughout her body of work is Laurie’s

offer a starting point for her curious pictorial

recent travel to Iceland emerge in several works,

such as revel in the space between (2016), in which
foreground and background melt into one another

through electric combinations of fiery oranges, reds

and pinks across a square panel. While passages of
intense color magnetically absorb the viewer in the

manner of Color Field painting, a new kind of pictorial
grammar here guides the viewer by introducing

architectural fragments, such as pieces of metal

supports of gas or water tanks. Such details not

only establish a context and perhaps scale for the

landscape but also, in their extreme flatness, insist
on the fictive nature of two-dimensional pictorial
space. Read as an imperative, the title can be a
verbal command for the viewer to find meaning
between the natural and manmade elements

preserved from the artist’s foreign encounter. Also a

noun, revel has an ambiguous meaning, highlighting
the instability of signs, whether verbal or pictorial.

Laurie’s fragmentary and hence ambiguous verbal

cues—always written in lowercase—serve a number
of purposes: they engage the viewer, they describe
the contents of her images and they confirm that

what we see is only ever a fragment of a larger place,
problem or experience.

surfaces show delicate but disciplined factures and

landscapes she encounters. Executed in her studio

delimitations betray an interest in compositional

and contemplation, her paintings memorialize

would be (2016) likewise engages an architectural

and ask that their viewer do more than simply look.

specific places. Both drawings and documentary

space along with the human activity communicated

A more intimate work, to wonder what could, what

framing device to remind us of actual and imagined

by a skeletal fence. The black lacy barrier rests

paint applied to the interior side edges of each.

painters, like Caspar David Friedrich, and Hudson

skyscapes commonly found in Iceland, especially

wreckage present in an actual hurricane offered a

insist on the infinite and overwhelming possibilities of

against a deep blue vista, echoing the extreme

in winter months. Laurie frequently includes generic

gates, towers, bridges and tracks that serve as both
compositional punctuation—like parentheses or

em-dashes—and signifiers of how we demarcate

and navigate our way through the land and water
that we observe, cultivate and colonize. She

regularly combines objects and views that offer a
double signification: as painted investigations of

the relationships between colors, lines, edges and

shapes as well as collections of pictorial signs that
refer to places and issues elsewhere. Laurie’s self-

conscious conflation of the actual with the imagined

resonates with what French theorist Michel Foucault
nominated a heterotopia, which he explained as a

Again, the formal configuration of wind, sky and

departure point for what a dynamic storm of watery,
pale greys and bright yellow and green hues that
recall the artificial colors of highlighter marker

pens. This musical explosion of fluttering marks
and blustery matter echoes complex geometric

abstractions by artists such as Julie Mehretu. The
viewer finds herself before a colorful abyss that

constitutes a contemporary update on the romantic
sublime. And yet, at the same time, Laurie alludes

to and exposes one of the cornerstones of Western

painting—the vanishing point—as the glowing yellow

seam opens up, split in two by the force of her fictive
pictorial storm.

ash and moss, hold us together (2015), another

“sort of mixed, joint experience.” 3 He explained this

horizontally oriented diptych, offers a pair of views,

as “after all, a utopia, since it is a placeless place”

fires like those that regularly rip across the forests

through the metaphor of a mirror, which he described
and “an unreal, virtual space that opens up behind
the surface” which, at the same time, is an actual
space.4 Laurie’s insistence on pictorial space as

simultaneously real and imagined, here and there,

aligns it with this heterotopic conception of spaces as
both this and that.

The artist’s interest in connections and dividers is

further emphasized by her repeated choice of two
panels for a single work. Enigmatically titled, how
to lose without negotiating (2016) is a horizontal

composition that comprises two rectangular panels
spaced to allow a glimpse of the florescent yellow

from above and from below, of remnants of forest

in the western part of this country. While the panel
on the left is enshrouded by swirling, white clouds
that are alternatively sheer and fluffy, the panel on

River School painters, like Fredric Edwin Church,

the sublime, Laurie uses spatial and representational
dualities to chart boundaries, focusing the viewer’s
attention on disasters and crises that are natural,

political or both. Ultimately, what could be read as

rigorous exercises in formalism are at once lyrical and
sobering commentaries on environmental politics,

climate change and personal memory that articulate
their own philosophies of aesthetics and mortality.
your land/my land reminds us not only that we are
forever attached to the earth beneath us but that
we must be mindful of the limits, differences and

vulnerabilities that can bind us together as much
as they tear us apart. In that sense, the clouds

rising above the smoldering, fallen debris suggest a
phoenix rising from the ashes. For this, we can only
hope.

Jennie Hirsh

Maryland Institute College of Art

the right shows a more somber collection of strewn,
charred black, grey and brown remains. These

scattered fragments, delicately balanced upon one

another like pick-up sticks, rest in a carefully woven
pattern. Heavenly and funerary, the twin panels

suggest an aftermath amidst which the title implores
us—again, a simple comma clarifies the imperative
mood of her chosen verb—to turn to nature for

solace and compassion. Whereas German romantic

1 Michel

Foucault, “Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias,”

Diacritics 16:1 (Spring 1986): 22.
2 Magnolia

Laurie (artist) in discussion with the author,

October 2016.
3 Foucault,
4

Ibid.

“Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias,” 24.
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